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Question Answer 

Application accounts 

Can shared mailboxes be converted to application accounts? No, this is not possible. Only user accounts can be 
converted to an application account and all requests must 
be sent through to feedback@nhs.net.  Please ensure 
mailboxes are given suitable names to reflect the type of 
messages being sent and are not personal names. 

Who do we need to contact about converting application 
accounts? Will a special request need to be submitted or will they 
be available as standard? 

Application account conversion requests in England 
should go to feedback@nhs.net. In Scotland, they should 
go to nhsmail.scotland@nhs.net.   
 

At what point during the account conversion will we be required to 
make the password more secure? We want to avoid any downtime 
or lock-out time.   

Password changes should be made prior to requesting 
the conversion from person to application mailbox status.  
Passwords must be 20 characters or more and contain at 
least one upper case letter and one number.  If the 
account status is changed from person to application 
mailbox before the password complexity is changed, you 
will be forced to do this as soon as the setting is applied. 

If the password already meets the complexity rules for application 
accounts, will it still need to be reset when the account is 
converted? 

No, it will not need to be reset, but most accounts 
currently don’t have passwords that consist of 20 
characters or more.   

Can an LA reset the password for an application account? Yes, currently, LAs can.  However, an enhanced future 
feature will extend the password reset to annually and, at 
this time, only a PLA will be able to reset the password for 
an application account. 

We have many shared accounts that should be application 
accounts, can an alias be added to a user’s mailbox that was 
previously a shared account? 

No, this is not possible. 

Do application accounts adhere to the NHSmail data retention 
policy? Do they have a dumpster? 

No, application accounts do not retain emails that are 
removed from the mailbox when the deleted items folder 
is emptied.  This will mean that emails cannot be 

mailto:feedback@nhs.net
mailto:feedback@nhs.net
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recovered, and any future subject access requests will not 
contain emails that have been fully deleted. 

eDiscovery 

Will the "SearchResults" folder for a specific user be downloaded 
to the inbox of the LA who has requested the eDiscovery role? 

Yes, the eDiscovery results will appear in the 
“SearchResults” folder.  

Does the user need to be an LA to have the eDiscovery role 
applied? 

Only the Primary LA role can have the eDiscovery role. 

Account management lifecycle 

Can you confirm that accounts marked as inactive will not be 
deleted? We have had thousands of accounts created in 
preparation for migration to NHSmail, but this has not yet 
completed and many of these accounts are now marked as 
inactive. 

The account management lifecycle will be strictly adhered 
to and this will mean that inactive accounts will begin to 
be deleted. For organisations joining NHSmail who have 
inactive accounts, the NHSmail team will be able to 
ensure these are not deleted but will require a request to 
be raised with the helpdesk, defining the period that 
covers the migration project being undertaken.  However, 
accounts should not be created too early in the migration 
process, to avoid accounts being deleted, and the 
NHSmail team will advise on this when registrations 
commence. 

What about accounts which have been put in the inactive state due 
to users being on maternity leave? 

They should not be put into the inactive state for any 
period of extended leave, such as maternity, long term 
sick, secondment. Accounts should be disabled by an LA 
in the Portal and they will be kept for up to 18 months.  If 
they have not been used after 18 months, they will be 
subject to the data retention policy rules and deleted. 

General 

When a helpdesk ticket is in a closed status, should users expect 
an automated response to say that an incident has been closed, or 
just expect it will be closed in the 5-day period? 

An automated response will be issued to confirm that the 
incident has been closed. 

The November 2017 bulletin said that from 15 December 2017, 
items sent from a shared mailbox should now appear within the 

This activity is yet to be carried out and is now expected 
to take place during early February 2018. 
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sent folder within the shared mailbox, rather than the user's 
individual mailbox.  This still doesn't work for all users and after 
much troubleshooting, have been told that this is now by design 
instead. When is this going to be resolved? 

Can we get a copy of this presentation for future reference please? The slides and recording of all webinars are published 
onto the communications section of the NHSmail Portal 
help pages. 

Can you recommend an archiving solution or solutions for 
NHSmail? 

The NHSmail team is not able to recommend specific 
suppliers or solutions. Any solutions or applications that 
adhere to the protocols outlined in the applications guide 
for NHSmail, will connect to NHSmail. 

NHSmail Portal 

Can LAs have access to hide mobile numbers in the NHS 
Directory? 

No, the end user must do this themselves. 

When will we be able to use the NHSmail Portal to upgrade access 
to Skype for Business? When attempting to edit subscriptions, 
there's no option to edit. 

This facility will be made available in a future release.  In 
the meantime, please email the helpdesk with any 
requests.  

Is there any timescale on being able to list / remove distribution 
lists or shared mailboxes of leavers? 

The permissions of leavers can already be managed via 
the user management screens in the Portal, via the 
permissions function.  Refer to the Portal Local 
Administrator guide on viewing and removing 
membership.   

Is there still an issue with the simple search function?  When 
adding users to a shared mailbox, it often times-out when 
searching for a user, but the advanced search finds users straight 
away. 

There is a known issue with the simple search 
functionality when searching across all organisations on 
the platform.  The recommendation is that LAs make use 
of the advanced search facility, as a workaround.  Details 
are on the Portal help service status page 
(https://portal.nhs.net/help/servicestatus).   
 
Although LAs will only be able to manage users, 
distribution lists and shared mailboxes within their own 
organisation, they are able to add members from other 

https://portal.nhs.net/help/communications
https://portal.nhs.net/help/communications
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/comms-mat/Training-Materials/Guidance/applicationsguide.pdf
mailto:helpdesk@nhs.net
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/comms-mat/Comms-Archive/portaladminguide.pdf#page=28
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/comms-mat/Comms-Archive/portaladminguide.pdf#page=28
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organisations to distribution lists, shared mailboxes and 
as delegates to user mailboxes. 

When will the exception error message fault, when trying to create 
or edit dynamic distribution lists, be resolved? 

There is a known issue with DDLs that target a very large 
volume of recipients, whereby a DDL cannot be created or 
edited due to a timeout error.  A fix was implemented in 
December 2017, however it has been identified that there 
remains an issue with the creation / editing of extremely 
large DDLS that target more than approximately 21,000 
recipients.  Further information is available on the Portal 
help service status page. 

Where can we find out more information about the bulk / csv 
upload tool and what information can be mapped? 
 

Information can be found in the NHSmail push connector 
guide and in the NHSmail Portal Local Administrator guide 
(pages 52 to 57). 

Can we request a password expiry field for user accounts in the 
mailbox status box or in the mailbox statistics? 

This is not something that will be implemented due to the 
LA reports stating when an account will go inactive or be 
removed.  Individual accounts will also receive reminder 
emails about changing their password, in advance of the 
account becoming inactive. 

Is there a report to monitor shared mailbox sizes? No, this is not currently available. The user mailbox report 
does show the quota size, but it does not provide the 
mailbox usage. This functionality has been requested. 

We are wanting to be able to set up room resources in NHSmail. 
Will this functionality be available at any point in the future? 

Yes, this will be available, in the near future. 

Can organisations share administration of an account?  For 
example, we have staff who work a couple of days per week for 
us, and elsewhere for the rest of the week.   

An account can only be associated with one organisation 
at a time.  Administration rights are provisioned on an 
organisation basis to manage all users under that 
organisation (or organisation unit) so cannot be restricted 
on an account by account basis.    

Are there plans to enable leaver accounts to be purged of their 
data, upon leaving an organisation? 

There is an ongoing piece of work to look at introducing a 
function that will allow LAs to retain or delete mailbox 

https://portal.nhs.net/help/servicestatus
https://portal.nhs.net/help/servicestatus
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/comms-mat/Training-Materials/Guidance/pushconnectorguide.docx
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/comms-mat/Training-Materials/Guidance/pushconnectorguide.docx
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/comms-mat/Comms-Archive/portaladminguide.pdf
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 content, when flagging an account as a leaver.  This is 
expected in the next 2-3 months. 

Why can we not delete an account if we know someone has left 
the NHS for good? 

LAs can only mark accounts as leavers. We always allow 
a 30-day period, in case the user has a change of 
circumstances that means they will be joining another 
NHS organisation. If there are circumstances, such as a 
deceased staff member, then we can take action 
immediately, through helpdesk@nhs.net  

mailto:helpdesk@nhs.net

